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Dear Valued Clients and Friends –  
 
We are pleased to provide you with the latest developments and alerts  

related to retirement plans and our practice.  In an effort to best serve you 

and keep you up to date on important developments, we will provide you 

with email communications throughout the year.  We hope you find them 

beneficial. 
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Retirement Plans for Professional Firms 
 
Some retirement plan designs are uniquely suited to professional firms. The structure,    

profitability and cash flow of most professional organizations allow for the adoption of a     

defined benefit or tiered profit sharing plan, which can provide business owners with an      

efficient way to save for retirement.   

Click here to read article 

Budget Proposal Contains Retirement Plan Cutbacks 
 
In April, President Obama released his budget outline for fiscal year 2014.  While there are 

obviously numerous political obstacles between this proposal and the final budget, plan 

sponsors should be aware of the provisions that would significantly impact retirement plans.  

Among the proposed changes: 
 

 A 28% cap on individual deductions and exclusions, including 401(k) contributions. 

 For individuals with more than $3.4 million in retirement savings, no further      

contributions or benefit accruals would be allowed. 

 Repeal of the ESOP dividend deduction for large C corporations. 

 Mandatory auto IRA programs for employers who do not sponsor a retirement 

plan. 

 Non-spouse beneficiaries would be required to take distributions over no more 

than five years. 

 Expansion of the information reported on Form 5500. 

http://bit.ly/133uqCC


 

Budget Proposal Contains Retirement Plan Cutbacks (continued) 
 

 

 

There are also some beneficial proposals in the budget, such as simplification of the           

required minimum distribution rules and expansion of the 60-day rollover rule.  We will 

have more on this proposal in our next newsletter, but we encourage you to contact your         

congressional representatives and express the need to preserve the incentives that support 

and encourage our private retirement system. 
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IRS Establishes Pre-Approved 403(b) Plans 
 

In the continuing effort to level the playing field between plans sponsored by for-profit 

entities (Section 401(a) plans) and 403(b) plans sponsored by non-profits, the Internal   

Revenue Service (IRS) has at long last established a pre-approved program for such plans.  

Revenue Procedure 2013-22 established the framework for the eventual adoption of      

prototype and volume submitter plans that contain IRS-approved language for plan        

provisions. 

 

The establishment of the program is only the first step in a long regulatory process, and it 

will be a while before such plans are available to plan sponsors.  There is an initial period 

that stretches until April of next year for the creators of the plans (mass submitters such as 

Ft. Williams, the Principal, and TIAA-CREF) to submit their language to the IRS for approval.  

Following an unspecified period for IRS review, those providers will receive their Opinion 

or Advisor Letters from the IRS and then prepare documents for adoption by plan         

sponsors.  It will likely be several years before these plans are available. 

 

Until the new plans are available, sponsors must continue to adopt and maintain individu-

ally designed plans.  The language in these plans is not pre-approved by the IRS, and     

there is no program in place for sponsors to receive a determination from the IRS on their 

qualification.  The IRS has provided relief to plan sponsors who did not timely adopt a 

written plan as of December 31, 2009, and they likely will not challenge any language         

in 403(b) plans that were adopted in a good faith attempt to comply with the new           

regulations. 
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Compliance Spotlight - Bonding Requirements 
 

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) requires that plans carry a fiduciary 

bond equal to 10% of plan assets to provide the plan with some insurance against fiduciary 

misconduct.  Retirement plans subject to Title I of ERISA (effectively all plans other than 

those covering only business owners) must maintain such a bond at all times and increase 

the bond coverage to keep pace with the growth of assets.  The maximum bond required 

for this purpose is $500,000, regardless of the asset value. 

 

There is a circumstance where additional bonding is required for small plans (generally     

under 100 participants).  If the plan investments include more than 5% of “non-qualifying” 

assets, then a bond equal to the value of such assets must be maintained to avoid a          

requirement to have an independent CPA audit as part of the plan’s Form 5500 filing.      

Qualifying assets are defined as: 

 

 Any assets held by any of the following financial institutions: 
  

 A bank, credit union, or similar organization 

 An insurance company qualified to do business under the laws 

of a state 

 An organization registered as a broker-dealer under the Security 

Exchange Act of 1934 
 

 Participant loans 

 Qualifying employer securities 

 Shares issued by an investment company registered under the Investment 

Company Act of 1940 

 Investment and annuity contracts issued by an insurance company 

 

Any assets not falling into one of these categories are considered non-qualifying.  A plan 

with less than 95% of qualifying assets is subject to the additional bonding requirements     

to avoid the audit.  Based on our recent experience with the Department of Labor, it is      

important that the increased bonding, if required, be maintained at all times to qualify       

for the audit exception.  Plans discovered to not meet this requirement may be required to 

procure a retroactive surety bond, which can entail significant cost.  Please contact us with 

any questions on the bonding requirements for your plan. 
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Windes Presentation on DOL Investigations 
 

 

On May 1, 2013, the Windes ERISA Practice Group sponsored a presentation by former    

Department of Labor (DOL) Investigator Sam Henson (Lockton Retirement Services) on     

“Top Secrets on How to Avoid Retirement Plan Audit Violations.” Mr. Henson gave an      

informative presentation full of helpful tips for retirement plan sponsors that was very     

well-received by the audience.  The presentation focused on the way the DOL selects plans 

for investigation and what “red flags” to avoid reducing a plan’s audit risk.  Included in the 

seminar materials was a “Fiduciary Checklist” covering the major issues of DOL concern and 

a “Retirement Plan Compliance Calendar” to assist plan sponsors with their obligations 

throughout the year.  These items are available through our website. 

 

If you are interested in receiving a complimentary copy of the presentation, along with the 

plan materials, please contact Craig Ima (Cima@windes.com) or any of our team members.  

The presentation is available as a DVD or a download. 
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Strategic Partners 
 

We have partnered with several quality organizations to provide a full range of services     

to our retirement plan sponsor clients.  These services include payroll, investment advice, 

fiduciary benchmarking, financial planning, insurance, and estate planning. We have      

carefully chosen our referral partners, and our clients have had excellent experiences   

from their interactions with these  professionals.  Please contact us if we can be of any   

assistance. 

Fee Disclosures 
 

Nearly a year has passed since the initial disclosure of fees was required to be provided     

to plan sponsors under Department of Labor regulations.  The regulations require plan 

sponsors and responsible fiduciaries to make informed decisions about the reasonableness 

of fees paid from the plan for services.  Covered Service Providers (or CSPs) who expect to 

receive fees paid directly or indirectly from plan assets must provide information on an 

annual basis to plan sponsors regarding their services, estimated fees and expenses, and 

their fiduciary status. 

 

Plan sponsors should expect information from all the CSPs providing services to their 

plans.  The disclosures are due once a year and some CSPs may have already provided 

their 2013 disclosures.  We will be sending out the required information to our clients    

before the end of June.  If you have any questions on this issue, please contact us. 

mailto:ebs@windes.com


The goal of Windes & McClaughry Employee Benefit Services is to deliver the highest quality 

administrative and consulting services to our clients and their advisors.  All clients have      

direct contact with their plan administrators and receive personalized service from our     

experienced professionals.  With over a century of combined experience in the employee 

benefits field, our professionals have the expertise and access to leading-edge resources that 

uniquely qualify us to provide our clients with complete administrative services that ensure 

the successful operation of their employee benefit programs.  
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